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ABSTRACT 
 
This paper explores the renewed interest in the creative economy as a possible 
development pathway for developing nations. Noting the extent to which discussions 
of creative industries frequently merge into the concept of a creative economy, the 
paper considers the institutional and public policy settings required to capture 
economic value associated with creative practice. It is also argued that knowledge 
economy and creative economy discourses are increasingly merging, particularly in 
their focus upon design, innovation, software development and convergent media. 
The paper draws attention to ambiguities in policy discourse, particularly in relation 
to copyright and intellectual property.  
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I would like to begin by thanking the hosts of this 3rd South East Asia Research in 
Communication and the Humanities (SEARCH) Conference, the School of 
Communication at Taylor’s University here in Kuala Lumpur. I first visited Taylor’s 
College in 2000, and I would have to be frank and say it was a recruitment mission by 
QUT for graduates of the programs to complete a university degree in Australia. It is 
very exciting to see where the institution has gone since that time, and I am very 
much looking forward to hearing the scholarly papers to be presented over the next 
two days. 
 
Observing from Australia, one feature of Malaysia in the Asia-Pacific region that is 
striking to me has been its ongoing openness to innovation.  I first visited Malaysia in 
1997, at the AMIC conference in Kuala Lumpur, where the plans to develop the 
Multimedia Super Corridor were being presented to a global audience. In the second 
half of the 1990s, there were a plethora of reports, manifestos, strategies, road maps 
etc. being put forward for developing a national information society and information 
economy. But none were of the scale of commitment that was being made by the 
Malaysian government at that time. When returning three years later, I had the 
opportunity to visit the Multimedia University at Cyberjaya, and to get a sense of 
where higher education fitted into the plans to develop a leading global ICT hub. As 
Manuel Castells (1996) has observed, such hubs – that also include cities such as 
Bangalore, Dubai, and Hong Kong/Guangzhou – play a central role in the global 
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network society, brokering the relationship between global forces and global cities, 
and national societies.  
 
My presentation today is about the global creative economy. In some senses, this may 
be unusual for a presentation in Malaysia, which has characteristically been more 
concerned to develop the information economy or the knowledge economy than the 
creative industries or the creative economy. This perhaps represents an 
understandable pragmatism. The knowledge economy concept seems to be more 
attuned to the digital transformations associated with networked ICTs, which we can 
see impacting on us everywhere from this lecture theatre (think of the tablet device or 
smart phone in your hand) to the whole world (think of Google Maps, for instance). 
By contrast, the creative economy seems to be concerned with the arts, with 
intangibles, and with things that we value as important in their own right – such as 
creative expression – but which we hesitate to place an economic value upon. In 
Australia, we would refer to this as a distinction between the STEM (Science-
Technology-Engineering-Maths) sectors and the HASS (Humanities-Arts-Social 
Sciences), and in Australia, as in many other places, STEM tends to trump HASS in 
innovation debates. 
 
I have been associated since 2001 with the world’s first Creative Industries Faculty, 
established at the Queensland University of technology (QUT) in Brisbane. At this 
time, the creative industries concept was very much associated with the initiatives 
coming out of the United Kingdom under Tony Blair’s government, and its embrace 
of the creative industries as flagships of a modernised, economically and culturally 
revitalized, post-industrial Britain. The then Department of Culture, Media and Sport 
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(DCMS, now the Department of Culture, Communications and Creative Industries) 
produced internationally well-known Mapping Documents, estimating the value of 
the UK’s creative industries to be about 5 per cent of the nation’s GDP. Defining 
creative industries as combining individual creativity and the ability to generate new 
forms of intellectual property, it associated the creative industries with 13 sectors: 
 
Insert Figure 1 
 
The UK creative industries mapping exercises generated considerable interest and 
debate, both in the UK and worldwide. One notable feature of this process was the 
extent to which the creative industries concept itself became an exportable 
commodity. Jing Wang (2008) has referred to it as one of the more successful British 
exports of the 2000’s, and Andy Pratt (2009) has associated its international uptake 
with the wider phenomenon of policy transfer, whereby new ideas and concepts come 
to be circulated among transnational policy communities. It was in Asia where some 
of the strongest, and perhaps most surprising, uptake of these ideas occurred.  
 
In the 2010s, we are used to viewing Asia as the emergent powerhouse of the global 
economy, and to worrying about the impact of austerity and sluggish economic 
growth in Europe. But at the start of the 2000s, things did not appear promising for 
Asian economies. The financial crisis of 1997-98 particularly hit economies of the 
Asian region, and there were commentators at the time who saw this as proving the 
failure of state-led development in the Asian region. Moreover, to the extent that 
policymakers responded by looking to develop ICT-based industries that could 
compete in a global knowledge economy, as Malaysia and others did (e.g. Singapore, 
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South Korea, Taiwan), the dot.com bust of 2001exposed a real risk in this strategy, 
which was that a hardware-based focus was vulnerable, not only to boom and bust 
cycles, but to the growing global mobility of production processes. It had long been 
understood that jobs in the industrial economy could be outsourced to China, but the 
ability for ICT-related jobs such as programming to be outsourced to India and the 
Philippines had been less anticipated.  
 
To develop sustainable computer hardware based industries then, you needed what I 
would term cultural software. In the early 2000s, people thought that Apple was 
dying, and that the future of computing lay with Microsoft and Dell. Apple’s 
renaissance in the 2000s has only partly been about computing products: it has been 
about design innovation, services such as iTunes, and the transformation of consumer 
behaviour towards the products produced by the music, film, television and games 
industries. It is about integrating devices and content, which is to say it is also about 
integrating the arts and technology, design and engineering, culture and science. The 
STEM sector/HASS sector divide I discussed earlier does not apply here. 
 
It is from about 2001 that interest emerges in East Asia in creative industries, and I 
would argue that this coincides with the need to rethink the big, technology-focused 
strategies of the 1990s. While first emerging in places such as Singapore and Hong 
Kong, where the transfer of UK ideas is relatively straightforward, the uptake in more 
recent years has been in places such as South Korea, Indonesia, Japan, Taiwan and, 
perhaps most interestingly, China and Japan. South Korea is an interesting case: 
strong early investment in broadband infrastructure has made the nation a world 
leader in digital content (Korean Wave – Hallyu), which has in turn inspired new 
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interest in creative content development. Japan aspires to growing its “Gross National 
Cool”, while in China the term “cultural creative industries” is preferred, perhaps 
reflecting a tension between the national concern with state-led cultural industries, 
and the more entrepreneurial focus of the city authorities. Creative industries 
strategies in the Asia region have long been tied up with city branding and the 
promotion of creative cities as leading hubs in the global economy. 
 
Definitions of the creative industries have been consolidated in recent years, with the 
work of international agencies such as UNESCO and UNCTAD. In particular, 
UNCTAD, in its recent work on the creative economy, has identified the creative 
industries as a rising at the intersection of the arts, design, media, cultural heritage and 
creative services. UNESCO has pointed to the need to consider the cultural 
infrastructure that underpins creative practice (e.g. the role of education and training 
institutions, teachers, cultural networks, the GLAM1 sector), and – through the 
concept of a cultural cycle – the extent to which the traditional value chain of cultural 
production is being transformed in an age of digitally networked social media and 
user created content.  
 
Insert Figures 2, 3 and 4 
 
In relation to creative industries debates, this recent work draws out what has been a 
longstanding tension in how to think about creative industries. Classification of these 
as a cluster of industries (music, film, publishing, creative and performing arts, 
broadcasting etc.) tends to prevail in terms of pubic policy, where creative industries 
                                                
1 GLAM stands for Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums. Left out of the original UK DCMS 
creative industries mapping documents, the GLAM sector institutions have often been at the forefront 
of digital innovation in the cultural sectors.  
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policy are presented as providing new ways of approaching cultural policy, as with 
the Australian Government’s recent (2013) Creative Australia cultural policy 
statement. At the same time, the logic of the argument that they are having a broader 
transformative impact on economy, society and culture points beyond these particular 
industries, towards the idea of a creative economy. If one accepts the premise that 
there is a connection between creativity and innovation, and that ideas and innovation 
are central to 21st century knowledge economies, then confining these trends to those 
sectors associated with the arts and culture appears no less arbitrary than confining 
innovation questions to the sciences and engineering.  
 
Design thinking has had a pervasive impact throughout all industry sectors, and 
design is clearly a source of competitive advantage in industries that go beyond the 
traditional design industries such as architecture, fashion and web/animation/games 
design. The fusion of media in its traditional sense (newspapers, magazines, radio, 
television, film) and the ICT/social media space occupied by Google, Amazon, 
Facebook, Apple, Netflix and others is now so pervasive that it has become difficult 
to apply traditional media policy instruments and benchmarks in the context of 
convergence. The media economist Eli Noam (2009) has observed that debates about 
concentration of media ownership and control are slowly shifting away from the 
traditional media conglomerates (News Corporation, Time-Warner, Disney etc.), and 
towards the ‘large integrator firms’ such as Google, Apple, Yahoo etc. who are 
increasingly the directors of online traffic to digital media content.  
 
Recent work on creative industries has proposed an innovation model of the sector, 
where creativity operates as what John Hartley (2013) has termed a ‘general purpose 
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social technology’. In this model, where social network markets bring agents and 
enterprises together in a more dynamic interplay than the traditional 
producer/consumer model (Potts et. al. 2008), the impact of the creative industries is 
more persuasive that the traditional ‘welfare’ or ‘deficit’ model of arts and cultural 
policy would assume. Their impact is also dispersed throughout the economy as a 
whole, particularly through the work of embedded creatives, who are engaged in 
creative occupations outside of the traditional creative industries. Recent work on the 
UK and Australian creative industries by NESTA (Bakhshi, Higgs and Freeman 
2013) suggests that this accounts for at least one-third of creative industries workers.  
 
Insert Figure 5 
 
In their recent paper for NESTA, titled A Manifesto for the Creative Economy, Hasan 
Bakhshi, Ian Hargreaves, and Jose Mateos-Garcia (2013) have observed the extent to 
which creative industries thinking was ‘pre-Internet’. This arises in part from its 
emergence in the late 1990s, and partly from its origins in cultural ministries rather 
than those concerned with communication and information.  They observe that the 
object of the ‘creative industries’ was commonly constructed around vertically 
integrated industry silos, not registering the extent to which the ‘Three C’s’ of 
convergence – computing, communication, and creative content – would render these 
silos increasingly problematic (Manovich 2012): Is YouTube or Netflix a TV service? 
Is Apple in the music industry? Do Facebook and Twitter distribute news content? 
etc. To the extent that cultural policy remains divided from media and 
communications policy within national governments, these will be difficult issues to 
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resolve in ways that advance either creative economy or knowledge economy 
agendas.  
 
Bakhshi, Hargreaves and Mateos-Garcia also observe a high concentration of creative 
workers in the U.K. software and Web-based industries. If these idustires are 
identified as ones that have a high level of “creative intensity” in terms of their 
workforce and the tasks they perform, then they suggest that the creative industries 
actually account for 8.6 per cent of the UK economy, and have proven to be very 
resilient in the face of a sluggish British economy overall since 2008.2 This would 
suggest that the original DCMS instinct to include software development in the 
creative industries – often criticised for being an artificial attempt to make the arts 
more ‘sexy’ for economists (Garnham 2005) – was in principle a right call, even if it 
was made for different reasons at the time, such as the emphasis that was placed upon 
intellectual property generation. All of this suggests that it makes sense to bring 
discussions of the knowledge economy and innovation, and discussions of the 
creative industries and the creative economy, together.  
 
Another consequence of creative industries or cultural policies that do not adequately 
register the impact of digital transformations is a confused position on copyright and 
                                                
2  Bakhshi, Hargreaves and Mateos-Garcia (2013: 27) classify the creative intensity of occupations on 
the basis of five criteria: 
1. Novel process: does the role commonly require soling a problem or achieving a goal in a 
novel way? 
2. Human-dependent: does the role require the performance of tasks that cannot be substituted 
for by machines? 
3. Variability of tasks; does the role continually vary depending upon the interplay of external 
factors, skills required, creative impulse, and learning? 
4. Creative contribution to the value chain: is the outcome of the occupation novel or creative 
irrespective of the context in which it is produced? 
5. Interpretation: does the role require more than simply transforming a product or service, but 
also ‘shifting’ how it is understood in some way? 
On the basis of these criteria, they define creative occupations as those which ‘bring cognitive skills to 
bear to bring about differentiation to yield either novel, or significantly enhanced products whose final 
form is not fully specified in advance’ (Bakhshi, Hargreaves and Mateos-Garcia 2013: 34).  
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intellectual property. As noted above, the UK DCMS definition of creative industries 
presented it as broadly Creativity + Intellectual Property = Creative Industries. As the 
cultural economist Ruth Towse has observed As Ruth Towse (2010: 382) has 
observed ‘it is very easy to slip between the use of copyright as a way of defining the 
creative industries and the idea that their contribution to the economy is caused by the 
presence of copyright’. 
 
Perhaps not surprisingly, such a definition would suit established players in industries 
such as film, music, publishing, games and media, who see content piracy as the 
principal threat to their business models, and who identify the primary role for 
government in this space as being to enforce intellectual property regimes (IPRs) 
more rigorously. Since the Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property (TRIPS) 
Agreement was singed in 1994, and the World Intellectual Property Office (WIPO) 
established in 1995, this agenda has of course acquired a strong global dimension, 
with the U.S. seen as the principal advocate of strong IPRs, and developing nations as 
the principal transgressors.  
 
But when seen from the viewpoint of creativity and innovation, this question can look 
very different. The Australian Law Reform Commission (ALRC) has recently been 
tasked with reviewing Australian copyright law in light of developments in the digital 
economy. In its Terms of Reference, the Attorney-General of Australia has required 
the ALRC to consider: 
 
Whether amendments to copyright law are required in order to create greater 
availability of copyright material in ways that will be socially and 
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economically beneficial … The context and political economy of copyright 
law is changing as copyright has a more direct impact on disparate users and 
producers, extending beyond rights holders and institutional rights users 
(ALRC 2012: 14).  
 
The general equation around the economic benefits and costs of copyright law has 
been identified by Christian Handke (2011), who also distinguishes between short-
term and long-term costs and benefits. 
 
Insert Figure 6 
 
Reasonable expectations surrounding copyright law are that it does not unnecessarily 
constrain the ability of people to learn from existing works; to critique or discuss 
cultural materials and contribute to public discourse; to innovate and compete; and to 
create new works of authorship (Suzor 2013). This last category includes 
transformative use, which has been defined by the ALRC as involving ‘works that 
transform pre-existing works to create something new that is not merely a substitute 
for the pre-existing work. Works that are considered transformative may include those 
described as “sampling”, “remixes” and “mashups”’ (ALRC 2012). In an 
environment where the digital reproduction and transmission of material has never 
ben easier, transformative use has become a central element of digital creative 
practice, yet it remains very difficult to reconcile with current copyright laws.  
 
The ALRC is expected to release its Discussion Paper shortly, and its Final Report 
before the end of 2013. The nature of its submissions and consultation have revealed 
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the depth of disagreement about what direction copyright laws should be going in. It 
does, however, have a clear remit to consider reforms that ‘promote the development 
of the digital economy by providing incentives for innovation in technologies and 
access to content’ (ALRC 2012). It also needs to consider seriously those arguments 
which take the view that it is innovative new business models, rather than 
strengthened regimes of copyright enforcement, that is likely to ultimately be of most 
significance in reducing piracy and copyright infringement, and developing 
sustainable business models for the creative industries in the digital age. 
 
A knowledge economy needs to enable the ready flow of information in order to 
promote innovation. This is coming through in various government research policy 
statements, than are emphasizing open data, and open access to scholarly works. My 
argument here would be that this also makes sense in terms of a creative economy. 
This is despite the view among many engaged in creative practice that strong 
copyright protection is in their own best interests as creative workers.  
 
At the same time, it has often been noted that widespread piracy in developing 
countries has its major impacts, not upon global media conglomerates whose 
blockbuster films are being pirated, but upon local creative producers, as a culture 
develops that does not consider paying for creative works to be necessary. The latter 
has been a consistent finding in work on the music industry in developing countries, 
particularly in Africa and the Caribbean. (Pratt 2008; James 2008; Schultz and van 
Gelden 2008-9) Here it is argued that, because pirate distribution chains are well 
resourced, and local enforcement regimes are weak, piracy subverts development of a 
sustainable local music industry, making it difficult to invest in music production and 
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distribution facilities and support local artists. Moreover, it denies local creators 
access to a revenue stream outside of the live performance circuit, in an environment 
that differs from the situation in developed nations, where live performance typically 
complements sales and royalties, and where it may make more sense to offer ‘free’ 
product as a ‘hook’ to consumers. It discourages local creators from staying in their 
own country, leading to an exodus of creative talent and the loss of local capacity to 
further develop the sector, as well as the lack of development of intra-regional and 
South–South trade. 
 
There comes a point where the ongoing development of local creative industries 
requires a shift from low-cost, fly-by-night arrangements in the informal economy, 
which typically co-exist with widespread piracy, towards formalization of a 
successful local industry with a sustainable value chain. That said, the extent to which 
committing considerable resources to enforcement of IPRs that pertain primarily to 
stamping out cheap copies of Hollywood blockbusters is money well spent, where 
there are so many demands on the public purse, is debatable. Enhancing public 
education about the value of supporting local creative artists, combined with reliable 
collection agencies that can ensure money gets back to the producers themselves, are 
key to using IPRs to develop sustainable local creative industries in developing 
nations. This would help to enable their creative economies to achieve the scale of 
operations, with resulting employment benefits and other spillover effects, 
commensurate with the abundant evidence of flourishing local creativity in many 
parts of the developing world. 
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The sorts of government policies that would best meet the goals of a creative 
economy are going to have to walk a tightrope between two sets of competing 
pressures. The first of those will come from the big players in the incumbent media 
and creative industries, whose long established and profitable business models are 
under threat, and who are likely to be highly critical of reforms that open up access to 
digital creative content and reduce the restrictions that intellectual property laws 
currently present. The second will be from bing international interests, be they 
governments or corporations, who will look to developing countries in particular to 
adopt policies that harmonise with their own interests, rather than take up the 
standpoint of a developmental state. 
 
I would argue that, today, many of the most interesting conversations about creative 
industries and the creative economy are happening in the developing world. The 
United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) has led a global 
conversation about the possibilities for development strategies based around the 
creative economy (UNCTAD 2008, 2010). It has proposed that ‘adequately nurtured, 
creativity fuels culture, infuses a human-centred development and constitutes the key 
ingredient for job creation, innovation and trade while contributing to social inclusion, 
cultural diversity and environmental sustainability’ (UNCTAD 2010: xix). One of the 
factors which makes creative economy strategies potentially appealing is that they can 
draw upon human capacities and small-scale initiatives, rather than being dependent 
upon large-scale capital investment, thus drawing upon the manner in which ‘every 
society has its stock of intangible cultural capital articulated by people’s identity and 
values’ (UNCTAD 2008: 3). By drawing upon local cultural practices rather than 
needing to bring in expertise from the outside, creative industries strategies can 
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maintain cultural diversity and promote cultural sustainability. Moreover, the rapidly 
falling costs of production and distribution associated with the global dissemination of 
networked digital media technologies further enhances such possibilities by opening 
up new markets for such cultural products and practices. 
 
There is, however, clearly a gap here between the promise and the reality. As 
UNCTAD notes, ‘despite the richness of their cultural diversity and the abundance of 
creative talent, the great majority of developing countries are not yet fully benefiting 
from the enormous potential of their creative economies to improve development 
gains’ (UNCTAD 2008: 6). In this respect, digital technologies and globalization 
present both opportunities and significant threats to developing nations. The enhanced 
speed of flows of, and greater global access to, global cultural products presents the 
significant risk that cultural production in smaller developing nations will be 
overwhelmed by the products of the global media and entertainment industries, who 
can take advantage of scale economies in production and global reach in distribution. 
But the opportunity, and a particularly appealing one for developing nations, is rises 
from the capacity to generate and lever off new ideas and forms of creative practice 
that can then be distributed at near-zero cost through digital information networks. In 
such an information-driven or creative economy, Shalini Venturelli has observed that 
‘the environmental conditions most conducive to originality and synthesis, as well as 
the breadth of social participation in forming new ideas, comprise the true test of 
cultural vigour and the only valid basis of public policy’ (Venturelli 2005: 395). 
 
In my forthcoming book Global Creative Industries (Flew 2013) I refer to the 
significance of the developmental state in this regard. The concept of a developmental 
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state is one that I take from Peter Evans (1995), and it refers to those nations where 
government is characterized by: (1) having sufficient power in the society to direct 
and prioritize development projects; (2) leadership with a coherent development 
vision; (3) a competent and coherent bureaucracy, with merit-based appointments; 
and (4) a state that is both embedded in civil society, with strong links to the wider 
community, but where it possesses sufficient autonomy to be able to pursue collective 
interests above short-term sectional interests, particularly those of individual 
businesses and business sectors.  
 
The relevance of the developmental state debates to creative industries policy 
strategies lies in a paradox of creative industries. The bulk of creative industries 
initiatives emerge in the private sector rather than the public sector, and this is 
particularly the case in developing countries, where the elaborate cultural policy 
infrastructures that characterize regions such as Europe have not been developed. 
Indeed, in many developing countries, the key drivers of creative industries 
development can be found in the informal economy, through what Ramon Lobato 
(2012: 39-40) has referred to as ‘economic production and exchange occurring within 
capitalist economies but outside the purview of the state’.  
 
A key historical lesson from the developmental state literature is that governments 
need to play an active role in fostering the conditions for developing new industries 
that gain a foothold in a highly competitive global economy. The gaps in size between 
creative industries as a share of national income in developed and developing 
countries are not the result of less creative activity taking place in the developing 
world – there may very well be more – but rather the failure to effectively harness this 
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creativity to developmental goals. In the language of the New Institutional Economics 
(North 1994), institutions matter, and the governance framework that develops in 
particular countries will be of vital importance in shaping the performance of their 
creative industries, as it will for the economy overall: the developmental state 
literature notes the continuing importance of government in promoting such priorities 
in the developing world. In doing so, however, the challenge is to avoid what 
economists term rent-seeking behaviour, and what the developmental state theorists 
refer to as the fragmented or predatory state, can see such public resources 
misallocated to serve particular interests against the general interest. The wisdom and 
integrity of policy makers, and indeed the governments for which they work, remain 
variables for which there is no ‘off-the-shelf’ measure or prescription that can be 
offered from outside of societies themselves. 
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